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Abstract. Using the simple idea of a homomorphism on strings we shall derive and prove correct 
in an obvious and systematic way iterative equivalents for certain recursion schemata. 
1. Introduction 
The starting point of our discussion will be the Algol 68 transcription of a 
well-known set of procedures [5] used to plot approximations to Hilbert’s space- 
filling curve (Program 1). The result of the call A(3) is displayed in Fig. 1. Some 
general remarks concerning space-filling curves as well as more drawings can be 
found in [6]. 
Program 1. 
procA=(intn)void:ifn>l 
thenB(n-1);c;A(n-1);d;A(n-1);a;D(n-1)fi; 
proc B = (int n ) void: if n 2 1 
thenA(n-l);d;B(n-l);c;B(n-l);b;C(n-l)fi; 
proc C = (int n) void: if n 2 1 
thenD(n-l);a;C(n-l);b;C(n-l);c;B(n-l)fi; 
proc D = (int n) void: if n 2 1 
thenC(n-l);b;D(n-l);a;D(n-l);d;A(n-1)fi; 
proc a = void (x+ := h; plot); proc b = void: (y+ := h ; plot); 
proc c = void: (x - := h ; plot); proc d = void: (y - := h ; plot); 
proc plot = void: ((draw a straight line from the current position of the pen 
to the point with the coordinates (x, y) and leave the pen at 
(x, Y ))>; 
For the procedures of Program 1 the problem of recursion removal was solved 
by Hikita [3] with the help of a subtle integer encoding. This solution is a generaliz- 
ation of a method invented by Partsch and Pepper [4]. Our approach will be 
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completely different but will be powerful enough to cover all the recursion schemata 
considered by Hikita. The advantage of our method is its simplicity and the fact 
that it allows easy correctness proofs. 
2. A special case 
Let us take a look at Fig. 2 which shows the sequences of calls on a, 6, c, d 
generated by the calls A(l), A(2), A(3). We see that the purpose of a call on 
A, B, C, D is to generate a sequence of calls on a, 
A(l) c;d;a; 
d; c; b; c; c; d; a; d; c; d; a; a; b; a; d; 
a; 6; c; b; b; a; d; a; b; a; d; d; c; d; a; 
Fig. 2. 
Not wishing to bother with the details of a formal semantics of Algol68 programs 
we transcribe the procedures into the following set of mutually recursive functional 
equations (Definition 1). In the formulation of these equations and in the ensuing 
calculations we shall make liberal use of common mathematical constructs and 
notations, mainly concerning strings. Concatenation (of strings and other sequences) 
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is denoted by 0, the empty word is denoted by E. No is the set of natural numbers 
including zero. 
Definition 1. 
d(n)=ifn~lthenW(n-l)ocod(n-l)odo~(n-l)oao~(n-1) 
else E fi, 
a(n) =if at 3 1 then .d(n - l)odo&%(n - l)ocoW(n - 1)06o%‘(n - 1) 
else E fi, 
VT(n) = if n 2 1 then 9(n - l)oaoV2(n - 1)06 o%?(n - l)~c~L33(n - 1) 
else F fi, 
9(n) =if n z 1 then (e(n - l)obo9(n - l)oa oL@;(n - l)odo.&(n - 1) 
else E fi. 
The solution of this system of equations is a quadruple (a, 93, V, 9) of functions 
mapping the nonnegative integers into strings over {a, 6, c, d}. Simple induction on 
II proves that the above system of equations uniquely determines the values d(n), 
93(n), g(n), .9(n) for all n. This yields 
Claim 1. The above system of functional equations has exactly one solution 
(4 a, w:, 9). 
To compute the value of the solution for some specific n we can apply the 
computation rule of full substitution. But we want to obtain explicit representations 
for the defined functions. Therefore, we interpret the substitution process as a 
series of function applications. Since the parameter n merely serves as an iteration 
counter we can easily employ the well-known notion of string homomorphism. 
We make use of the alphabets N = {A, B, C, D}, .Z = {a, b, c, d}, V = N u ,Z and 
define homomorphisms rr, h : V* + V” by 
Definition 2. 
h(A)=B~c~A~d~A~a~D, h(B)=A~d~B~c~B~b~C, 
h(C)=D~a~C~b~C~c~B, h(D)=C~b~D~a~D~d~A, 
h(X)=r(X)=X forallXE2, 
r(X) = E for all X EN. 
Again, the following claim is proved by simple induction on n. 
Claim 2. 
rh”(A) = a(n) A rh”(B) = a(n) A rh”(C) = %(n) A mh”(D) =9(n). 
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In view of this claim and the iterative form of the result rh” our problem of 
recursion removal may be regarded as solved. However, one can do better than 
compute the values of rh” (A) for successive values of n by repeatedly applying 
homomorphisms to strings of rapidly increasing lengths. Our method will be to 
carry out the computation in a left-to-right depth-first way. For this purpose we 
introduce the more general function p : N x N x V + .E* by 
Definition 3. 
p(n, i, X) = if n T= 1 A i c Ih( 
then rh”-‘(i tail h(X)) else F fi. 
In this definition Ia 1 denotes the length of the string (Y and i tail (Y is the suffix 
of cy which begins with the ith letter (and is E whenever i > )a 1). 
Claim3. V~EN,VXEN: p(n, l,X)=rh”(X). 
Proof. Obvious. q 
Let i of (Y denote the ith letter of the string cr. Using the properties of the 
homomorphisms T and h, we calculate as follows: 
p(n,i,X)=ifn2l~iijh(X)[ 
then rh”-‘(i of h(X))0 
if i + 1 c (h(X)\ 
then rh”-‘(i + 1 tail h(X)) else F fi 
else e fi 
=if n~lAi~lh(X)j 
then if i of h(X)EE 
then i of h(X) 
else if n - 12 1 
then rrh “-’ (1 tail h (i of h(X))) else e fi 
fro 
if i+l<\h(X)I 
then rh”-‘(i + 1 tail h(X)) else F fi 
else ~fi. 
Resubstituting p for appearances of its definition in the right-hand side, we finally 
arrive at 
Equation 1. 
p(n,i,X)=ifn>lAis(h(X)\ 
thenif i of h(X)EE 
then (i of h(X))op(n, i + 1, X) 
else p(n - 1, 1, i of h(X))op(n, i + 1, X) fi 
else F fi. 
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In order to use this functional equation as definition of p we have to prove that 
no information was lost by our transformation. 
Claim 4. Equation 1 has exactly one solution (which equals p as originally defined). 
Proof. By structural induction on the arguments using the following well-founded 
partial ordering. Define < on No x N x V by 
(n,i,X)<(m,j, Y)Sn Cm v 
(n =m r\li tail h(X)l<lj tail h(Y)I). q 
To simplify the recursion involved in Equation 1 we replace p by a function q 
working on sequences rather than singletons, that is, q has the functionality 
(k&,x N x V)* +_Z*. Since these sequences will serve as stacks it will be more 
suggestive to introduce the following abbreviations whenever s E (N, x N x V)‘: 
ntop s = first component of 1 of s, 
itop s = second component of 1 of s, 
Xtop s = third component of 1 of s, 
rest s = 2 tail s. 
Definition 4. 
q(s)=if IsI> 
then p (ntop s, itop s, Xtop s) 0 q (rest s) 
else F fi. 
Claim 5. This equation has exactly one solution. Moreover, 
tin E NO k/X E V: q((n, 1, X)) =p(n, 1, X). 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Using Equation 1 for p we calculate: 
q(s)=if IsI> 
thenifntopsSlr\itops~jh(Xtops)j 
then if (itop s) of h (Xtop s) E 2 
then (itop s) of h (Xtop s) 
op(ntop s, itop s + 1, Xtop s) 
oq(rest s) 
else p(ntop s - 1, 1, (itop s) of h (Xtop s)) 
op(ntops,itops+l,Xtops) 
oq (rest s) fi 
else q (rest s) fi 
else E fi. 
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Again, resubstituting q for appearances of its definition in the right-hand side, we 
get 
Equation 2. 
q(s)=if Is\>0 
thenifntopsalAitops=%Ih(Xtops)l 
then if (itop s) of h (Xtop s) E Z 
then (itop s) of h(Xtop s) 
oq[(ntop s, itop s + 1, Xtop s)orest s] 
else q[(ntop s - 1, l(itop s) of h(Xtops s)) 
~(ntop s, itop s + 1, Xtop s) 
Orest s] fi 
else q(rest s) fi 
else 8 fi. 
Again we want to use this equation as definition for q. Therefore, we have to prove 
Claim 6. Equation 2 has exactly one solution, (that is q of Definition 4). 
Proof. We define the relation -K on (I% x N x V)* by 
s~:~3u,v,wE(~JoX~XV)*,3x~~~X~xV: 
S=U~W,t=v~X~W 
AVi, 1SiSlz.l: i of u <x, 
where we use the relation < defined in the proof of Claim 4. Obviously, this relation 
has the properties of a partial ordering. For well-foundedness we refer to the notion 
of multiset-ordering developed by Dershowitz and Manna in [l]. The natural 
mapping from sequences to multisets (which ‘forgets’ concatenation) clearly 
preserves the ordering given above. 0 
Examining the general form of Equation 2 we find that the only appearances of 
the recursively defined function q are at the very ends of if-then-else paths. Thus, 
there is no difficulty in replacing the recursion by a loop. We will not take any 
further interme&@ steps of development and proof, but simply appeal to the 
familiar explication of the while-do construct together with its necessary use of 
program variables, declarations and assignments, and sequencing of statements. 
Thus, the function r: (N, X N x V)* +,X* of the following Definition 5 can be seen 
equal to q. 
Writing down the program for r in an Algol-like fashion we make use of three 
auxiliary variables to diminish the number of applications of the top functions 
which will make the text more readable. 
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r(s) = begin string w := E ; 
stack of struct (int, int, char) cy := s ; 
while 1~ I> 0 do 
int n = ntop (Y ; 
int i = itop CY ; char X = Xtop (Y ; 
if nS1 AiS\Ih(X)j 
then if i of h(XfE.Y.5 
then u :=ooi of h(X); 
a! := (n, i + 1, X)orest (Y 
else~:=(n--l,l,i of h(X)) 
~(Iz, i + 1, X)orest LY fi 
else (Y := rest LY fi 
od; w 
end 
The price paid for this recursion removal is the introduction of a recursive data 
structure, i.e. the use of sequences of possibly unbounded lengths. But it is clear 
how to eliminate this perhaps unpleasant point. Let us define a new partial ordering 
-4 on&xNxVby 
(n, i,X)+(m, j, Y)3Zn Cm 
and call a sequence a! E (NO x N x V)* ascending iff 
Vi, lCii/a/: i of a+i+l of a. 
Then it is obvious that the while-loop of Definition 5 leaves the following assertion 
invariant: cy is ascending. Knowing from our discussion of Claim 6 that the sequences 
a produced by the body of the loop form a descending chain with respect to (: 
we see that the bottom element of cy never increases with respect to +. Therefore, 
we conclude that a call of r with a single argument (n, i, X) uses sequences cx of a 
maximal length IZ + 1. Since this type of call is the only one of interest, we can 
restrict the definition of r appropriately and use an array of the fixed length n + 1 
instead of the stack QI of unbounded length. 
Of course, it may be considered unfair to remove recursion with the help of a 
stack. However, more was done than just a compiler’s translation of Program 1. 
The program in Definition 5 is simple, efficient and verified. The next section will 
show the flexibility of our translation. In addition, we may point to Hikita’s solution, 
which uses a carefully disguised stack.* 
1 Concerning his solution Wikita says: “The arrays c and CJ work essentially as a stack for the control 
of recursive calls,. . .” [3, p, 3091. 
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3. Generalizations 
One way of generalizing the recursion scheme of Program 1 is to allow more 
procedures and to allow the procedures to contain different numbers of calls. A 
typical line of such a recursion scheme would read (cf. [3, p. 3121): 
proc A, = (int n) void: if n > 0 
then bFl; AgwI(n - 1); b&2; A_(n - 1); . . . fi; 
where ((I~“) is a matrix of indices. No change is needed in our method. We just 
redefine 2, N and h appropriately. In fact, if h is represented by a matrix we can 
use a single program for all these recursion schemes (see appendix). This is 
impossible if the recursion schemes are written down in the fashion of Program 1. 
At this point we want to show how our method applies to the familiar ‘Tower 
of Hanoi’ puzzle. The classical solution is essentially the following two-liner 
proc t = (int i, j, k, n) void: if n 2 1 
then t(i, k, j, n - 1); move(i, i); t(k, j, i, n - 1) fi; 
together with the call t(l,2,3, n). Obviously, the first three parameters of t will 
always be a permutation of 1,2,3. Hence, t is equivalent to the following recursion 
scheme if we restrict the first three parameters to their intended use. 
proc t123 = (int n) void: if it 3 1 
then t132(n - 1); move12; t3al(n - 1) fi; 
proc t132 = (int n) void: if IE 2 1 
then tl23(n - 1); m0Uer3; f23l(n - 1) fi; 
. . . 
proc t321 = (int n) void: if it > 1 
then t312(n - 1); move32; tr23(n - 1) fi; 
This recursion scheme is of the considered type and an iterative version is an 
immediate consequence of our method. Of course, our iterative version is not as 
elegant as the one given in [2] because we need a stack. However, a closer look 
at the elegant solution reveals that it needs stacks, too. A stack is required for each 
pole (‘tower’) because the current distribution of disks has to be known at all times 
during the algorithm and the rules of the game make the poles behave as stacks. 
Our last recursion scheme is a generalization in several respects. Its typical line 
is 
proc A, = (type z) void: (type y := z ; if p,,(z) 
then &l(y); Awl(y);. . . bpnw(y) else e,(y) fi); 
We see that the integer parameter n was replaced by a parameter z of arbitrary 
type type. Accordingly, the condition ‘lt > 0’ is replaced by an arbitrary predicate 
p,(z). The procedures b,i are given the parameter y. We even allow assignments 
to y by the procedures b,i. Finally, an else-clause is added. 
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In order to obtain an iterative equivalent for this scheme, we note that the 
program of Definition 5 continually tests the condition n 3 1. However, this test 
is necessary only when the body of the procedure is entered. Its repetition is avoided 
if we rewrite the program as follows: 
r(s) = begin string w := F ; 
stack of struct(int, int, char) (Y := if ntop s 2 1 
then s 
else E fi; 
while Ia I> 0 do 
intn=ntopa;inti=itopa;charX=Xtopa; 
if i 5 Ih (X)1 
thenif i of h(X)EE 
then o :=woi of h(X); 
LY := (n, i + 1, X)orest cx 
else if n - 1 2 1 
thena:=(n-l,l,iofh(X)) 
O(~~,i+l,X)Oresta 
elsecu:=(n,i+l,X)oresta fi 
else (Y := rest LY fi; 
end: 
This modification ensures that every stacked triple fulfills the condition it 2 1, and 
the new program obviously is equivalent to the old one (if restricted to the arguments 
of interest). 
There are some further slight changes to be made before we arrive at an iterative 
equivalent of our program scheme. First of all, we drop the result variable w. 
Instead, we use a procedure apply which is defined such that apply (i of h(X), y) 
is equivalent to calling the procedure belonging to the ith letter of h(X) with the 
parameter y. In addition, we define a function test such that test (X, z) =p,(z) if 
X =A,, and we define a procedure elseclause such that elseclause(X, y) has the 
same effect as e,(y) if X =A,. We arrive at the following program that operates 
on the variable s of the type stack of struct(type, int, char): 
Program 2. 
begin stack of struct(type, int, char) 
(Y := if test(Xtop s, ztop s) 
then s 
else elseclause(Xtop s, ztop s); e fi; 
while /al>0 do 
type y := ztop CY ; int i = itop CY ; char X = Xtop (Y ; 
if i s /h(X)1 
then if i of h(X)EE 
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then apply (i of h(X), y); a := (y, i + 1, X)orest a 
else if test (i of h (X), y ) 
thena:=(y,l,iofh(X))o(y,i+l,X)oresta 
else a := (y, i + 1, X)orest a; 
elseclause (i of h(X), y) fi 
fi 
else a := rest a fi 
od 
end 
We claim that the results of Section 2 and the preceding discussion make the 
correctness of Program 2 obvious. But we admit that a rigorous proof may present 
some technical problems and therefore add the outline of an argument that connects 
Program 2 with the given recursion scheme in a direct way. 
A call of one of the procedures A, will produce a sequence of calls of the 
procedures b,i and efi, and a sequence of the same type will be the effect of Program 
2 (if we disregard our newly introduced notations and use the same letters in both 
contexts). 
To specify the produced sequences, we need some terminology. First, since these 
procedures are allowed to change their parameter y, we assume that to each of 
them belongs a function type+ type, which describes this effect, and we denote the 
specific function belonging to b,i by 6Fi. Second, we have to expect cases of 
non-termination. To handle such cases, we introduce a class of formal expressions 
c,(y). These ‘pseudo-calls’ can replace the product of a call of A, and serve as 
‘completers’ which fill in the gaps that are created by infinite recursive descent. 
Thus, we will consider sequences of calls, which consist of expressions of the 
form b,<(y), e,(y), c,(y), and sequences of proper calls, which do not contain any 
completers c,(y). The role of the latter type of sequences will be more clear by 
the following two definitions: 
Definition 6. Complete sequences of calls with respect to p and z are defined by 
the following rules: 
(i) if Y,(Z), 
then e,(z) is a complete sequence of calls w.r.t. p and z. 
if pcL (2 ), 
then c,(z) is a complete sequence of calls w.r.t. p and z. 
(ii) if p,(z) 
,. 
A yl= z A Vi, 1 < i s n,: yi = b,i-l(yi-1) 
A Vi, 1 G i < II, : si is a complete sequence w.r.t. qri and l*i(yi), 
then b,l(yl); ~1; My& ~2;. . . bwn,(Yn,) 
is a complete sequence w.r.t. p and z. 
In the case of termination our two programs will produce complete sequences 
of proper calls. Otherwise, the sequences will not be complete, but can be described 
with the help of ‘pseudo-calls’: 
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Definition 7. A completable sequence s with respect to k and z is a sequence of 
proper calls which is either 
finite and complete w.r.t. p and .z 
infinite, and for every prefix SI of s there is a sequence t of (not 
throughout proper) calls such that sl;t is complete w.r.t. /* and z. 
The next claim is obvious: 
Claim 7. A call of procedure A,(z) and a call of Program 2 with t_~ and z as 
arguments both produce completable sequences w.r.t. TV and z. 
Claim 8. Lets and t be two complete sequences w.r.t. t.~ and z. 
(a) Ifs is a prefix oft, then s = t. 
(b) If there are prefixes s1 of s and tl oft such that IsI1 = ItI/ and s1 and tl do not 
contain any completer c,(y), then sl= t2, 
Proof. By induction on the sum of the lengths of s and t. 0 
From Claim 8 we obtain: 
Claim 9. Ifs and t are sequences completable w.r.t. t.~ and t, then s = t. 
The last claim allows us to conclude that the original recursive definition and 
Program 2 produce identical sequences of calls of b,i(y) and e,(y) and are thus 
equivalent. 
At last, we note that this recursion scheme covers all the schemes considered by 
Hikita (if Hikita’s while-loops are replaced by tail recursion). 
Appendix 
No proof of an algorithm is complete without a working program. Therefore, 
we offer a quick Algol 68 implementation of the function r of Definition 5. To 
simplify programming and to reduce the notational burden we make a number of 
assumptions. First of all, r is restricted to elements of N X N X V instead of sequences 
of such elements. The result is printed letter by letter rather than collected in a 
string w. 
The alphabets N and E are sets of integers, to be specific 
N ={l, 2,. . . , maxN}, z c (-1, -2, -3,. . .}. 
We assume that there is a matrix H = (hxi)I~~~ma*hr,l~j~widr~ where 
width = l+max{lh(X)IjX~N}, 
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such that 
h ,= jofh(X), if lSjCjh(X)], 
XJ ( 0, ifj>]h(X)I. 
The homomorphism of Section 1 yields the following quantities 
N = {1,2,3,41, 2 = (-1, -2, -3, -4}, width = 8, 
2 -3 1 -4 1 -1 4 0 
1 -4 2 -3 2 -2 3 0 
H= 
4 -1 3 -2 3 -3 2 
3 -2 4 -1 4 -4 1 
In the Algol 68 version of r we make use of the remark concerning the 
implementation of the stack a by means of an array of predictable size. 
Program 3. 
proc r = (struct(int n, i, X)s) void: 
begin [l + n of s] struct(int, it, i, X) alpha ; alpha[l] := s ; 
int lalpha := 1; 
while lalpha > 0 do 
int II = n of alpha[lafpha]; 
int i = i of alpha [lalpha]; 
int X =X of alpha [Ialpha]; 
ifn>lhH[X,i]#O 
then if H[X, i] < 0 
then print((H[X, i])); 
alpha[lulpha] := (n, i + 1, X) 
else alpha [lulpha] := (n, i + 1, X); 
alpha[lalpha+:= l]:= (n - 1, 1, H[X, i]) fi 
else lalpha - := 1 fi 
od 
end 
Program 3 was translated into a language at hand and was run with the expected 
success. The matrix 
‘2 -12 6 0 
2 -21 5 0 
6 -31 3 0 
1 -13 4 0 
3 -23 2 0 
\5 -32 1 0 
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and the iteration factor n = 4 yield 
-13 -12 -32 -13 -21 -23 -13 -12 -32 -31 -21 -32 -13 -12 -32. 
This is the correct sequence of moves for the ‘Tower of Hanoi’ problem if -ii is 
interpreted as “move one disk from pole i to pole j”. 
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